World Championships Lifesaving 2016 - National Teams Open
Eindhoven / Noordwijk, 6 - 11-9-2016

Event 23
Men, Surf Ski Race
Open
10-9-2016
Startlist Final

YB

Final

1 Julien LALANNE 81 France
2 Carlos ALONSO 86 Spain
3 Daniel ROGGENLAND 93 Germany
4 Cory TAYLOR 93 New Zealand
5 Max BEATTIE 91 New Zealand
6 Pontus CARLSSON 89 Sweden
7 Bernard CAHILL 94 Ireland
8 Barry HAZENOOT 91 The Netherlands
9 Dane FARRELL 89 Australia
10 Timothy SCHOFIELD 91 Australia
11 George HAYNES 90 Great Britain
12 Johnatan DESPERGERS 87 France
13 Matthew BOUMAN 76 South Africa
14 Daniel HUMBLE 83 Great Britain
15 Tim BURDIAK 91 United States
16 Shane SCOGGINS 86 United States